
  
THE CHURCH NEEDS TO BE CAPTURED BY GOD’S VISION FOR DIVERSITY 

“GOD CELEBRATES THE DIVERSITY OF HIS CREATION” – TRILLIA NEWBELL  
 

Nashville, TN — We’ve reached a critical point regarding racism and diversity within America - our culture has made 
great strides toward racial unity, especially since the passionate plea 50 years ago of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I 
Have a Dream” speech. Our public facilities, parks, pools, and educational facilities—once segregated—are now filled 
with a variety of ethnic groups enjoying the benefits of togetherness. The “Jim Crow” laws that enforced segregation 

no longer stand. And yet, we’re fair from full reconciliation and unity. 
Deep divisions and, at times, outright hatred still mark this issue. The 
problem is that for many Christians, they don’t grasp God’s heart on 
this issue. 
 
Sharing her unique experiences as a black woman growing up in the 
South, attending a predominately white college and church, marrying a 
white man, and raising biracial children, in her first book, United: 
Captured By God’s Vision for Diversity, author Trillia Newbell 
unveils a “theology of diversity.” Explains Newbell: “Seeing the 
importance of diversity in Scripture should make us want to explore 
how we can emulate this today. Ultimately it’s all about His glory on 
this earth and reflecting Him to a broken world.” 
 
In the average American church, blacks and whites remain mostly 
segregated, living out faith in “separate but equal” world. Newbell uses 
her own life and her journalistic sensibility to discuss why there is this 
disparity in the church pews, how this disunity is not Biblical, and how 
Christians can work to bring about the needed change. 
 
Newbell’s hope for the church at large is communicated through her 
own personal journey, and her discovery of the importance of biblical 
identity as primary, even over racial identity. Newbell’s personal story 
of fighting for unity in the body of Christ points to a greater story of 
oneness that has been made possible by the Gospel, regardless of 
ethnic, socioeconomic or cultural makeup. 

 
“As we understand this truth,” Trillia explains, “the family of God is yet another weapon against racial intolerance in 
the church. As we recognize, accept, and embrace our new family, the walls of hostility will crumble.” 
 
Highlights of the book include: 

• The power of diverse friendships to open hearts and lead to mutual growth 
• Practical suggestions for how churches can develop racial diversity 
• How interracial marriage reflects the beauty and glory of the gospel, including insights from her own 

personal experience 
• Raising children to be champions for diversity 
• An extended interview with Thabit Anyabwile, Senior Pastor of First Baptist Church of Grand Cayman, who 

desires to rid the world of the notion of race 
 
“I hope one day my children will be surprised that their mom wrote a book about the beauty of diversity in friendships 
and within the church,” Newbell explains. “They would be surprised because diversity in those contexts had become 
widespread. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. had a dream that black and white children would be playing together in public 
spaces. I continue his theme and pray that children of all shades of God’s beautiful creation would one day worship 
together. I pray the vision of all nations together worshiping and enjoying fellowship would be commonplace by the 
time my children are grown.” 
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Trillia Newbell is the author of United: Captured by God's Vision for Diversity (Moody Publishers, March 2014). Her 
writings on issues of faith, family, and diversity have been published in the Knoxville News-Sentinel, Desiring God, 
True Woman, The Resurgance, The Gospel Coalition, and more. She is the Lead Editor of Karis, the women's 
channel for the Council on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood, and the Consultant for Women's Initiatives at the 
Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission for the Southern Baptist Convention. In November 2011, she launched a 
Christian women’s blog style e-zine, Women of God Magazine, where she was the managing editor. She and her 
husband, Thern, have two children and live near Nashville, TN. 
 
Moody Publishers is a Christian publishing company that is focused on proclaiming the gospel message through its 
products. This vision is clearly stated within the company's mission statement. “Our mission is to educate and edify 
the Christian and to evangelize the non-Christian by ethically publishing conservative, evangelical Christian literature 
and other media for all ages around the world; and to help provide resources for Moody Bible Institute in its training of 
future Christian leaders.” Moody Publishers (a not-for-profit organization) is a part of the Moody Bible Institute of 
Chicago. All of the organization's excess revenue is given to fund the paid tuition program for MBI students who come 
from around the world to study and prepare for full-time Christian service. For more information about Moody 
Publishers, please visit www.moodypublishers.com. 
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